Ball State University Trademarks and Logos

Ball State University trademarks are any logos, marks, letters, nicknames, or words legally protected on behalf of Ball State University. These trademarks are used to identify the University, its academic programs, athletic programs, documents, publications, and products. Since these marks are protected by trademark, they should not be used without official written permission and approval.

Additionally, any producer of products bearing any Ball State University marks or word marks must have a license before offering those goods for sale.

Any images which are easily and commonly identified with the university such as those that involve the Beneficence statue, Charlie Cardinal, images of scenery on campus such as the Shafer Tower (bell tower), the Frog Baby statue, or the Fine Arts building should not be used without official permission and approval.

The words Ball State University, Ball State, Cardinals, Ball U, BSU, and Chirp Chirp are all trademarked.

Also protected are these institutional logos:

---

**Academic logos:** (with or without “We Fly”)}

---

**Athletics logo:**

**Athletics youth logo:**

**Ball State Tradition Vintage retail only/special license logo:**